
The Year is Timeless....

It had been said by some the Human race had not come anywhere in 

one hundred years which in itself was a half truth.  The race had 

come a long way.  But with each progressive stride, a stagger of 

irresponsibility toward one's fellow man and woman, selfishness of 

the arcane Human nature, and undeniable confusion all intertwined 

to make every progressive step shorter.  Such was life when Humans 

lived  entirely  in  the  present  ignoring  the  past  and  forgetting 

about the future.

Seemingly  the only  constant had  come in  the form  of an 

independent faction called the Space Force who not only remembered 

the future but lived for it.  Forty years in the making, patiently 

they waited while swaying public opinion away from the norms of 

political structure.  Their quiet efficiency mirrored systematic 

elimination  for  any  opposition  until  the  so-called  competition 

posed no further threat.

Promises  were kept  - not  due to  the credit  of pathetic 

political parties who would eventually self-destruct, as expected, 

because constant gridlock actually wound up canceling them out. 

Yes, promises were kept - not after heavy drawn-out legislation but 

daily  -  mere  minutes  after  having  been  made.   Through  simple 

practices of unflinchingly honest diplomacy, the Space Force had 

won  over  the  mainstream  majority  and  left,  in  the  wake  of 

conservatism  and  liberalism's  death,  an  all-new  order  of 

militaristic  power.   They  possessed  a  stranglehold  on  the  Lady 

Earth as well as the planet earth's dwindling resources.

Leaders  of  the  now  not-so-free  world  feared  the  Space 

Force's unrivaled power.  Those in support lived and flourished. 

Others who wanted their power to be more in check were crushed and 

phased  out  the  equation  through  a  wildly  successful  propaganda 



campaign  plus  the  latest  in  stealthy,  destructive  peacekeeping 

technology.

Was it brainwashing?  No.  And no more than anything else. 

The remaining nations of the planet converged under one, and peace 

ultimately ensued.  An outside, omniscient observer might ask:  How 

or why could or would something like this ever happen?  The answer: 

Ideally  Humans  have  the  ability  to  question  faith,  but  reality 

dictates  they  should  not.   May  the  Space  Force  always  be  so 

benevolent and merciful.  Leave it at that.
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Every car's a story.  It's whether or not we limit ourselves into 

perpetuating the microstagnant industries of circularity that these 

stories have any especial meaning.

-T. Terrison

It's much easier, in the long run, to succeed than it is, in the 

short run, to fail.

-Edmund Sims

The morning was never ours, so we must seize the day in order to 

ensure the evening.

-Private Jeremy Sellers

Space Force

The easiest way to explain this [killing] is there's to be no 

question once the situation is assessed to be detrimental toward 

those we love.  In this business, that decision needs to be black-

and-white.  You can't be second-guessing yourself because your own 

death comes at the intercept of hesitation.

-Major Marileva Dike

Space Force





For My

One, Child, Mother, Father, Sister, and Brother.





Prologue: Shell Shock on the Return

Day One

Captain Linda Kincaid picked a lovely night to return home. 

A  warm  rain  beat  down  hard  and  fast  resulting  in  very  low 

visibility.  It was just her luck she neglected to pack an umbrella 

but happened to be traveling lightly, so what was done - was done. 

The Captain gave it no second thought, paid the cab driver, and 

proceeded  to  hotfoot  it  toward  the  hotel  entrance  dragging  a 

solitary piece of luggage beside her.

"Another late night, Captain Kincaid?"  Clarence called from 

across the hotel lobby.  An older gentleman, he prided himself on 

never  forgetting  a  face.   The  receptionist  could  not  help  but 

notice how the Captain who normally, beautifully, and powerfully 

exuded her businesswoman-like aura was now drenched from head to 

toe putting a proverbial damper on that past image.

Captain Kincaid plopped her solitary bag down on the ground 

in front of the reception desk and began to remove her saturated 

outer garments.  "Late night?  No.  It's only two o'clock.  I'm 

never here before four."

"Very true," Clarence smiled.  "Say, how's the job been 

treating you?"

"Don't ask, old friend.  I see you're making it."

"Yeah, I'm doing alright.  They're trying to lessen my hours 

or put me on days - trying to say I'm too old, won't come right 

out."

The Captain nodded her agreement, "That's usually how it is. 



Everybody seems to have these ulterior motives."

"Traveling lightly, I see.  What's your ulterior motive?"

"I just had to get out of there, Clarence," Captain Kincaid 

admitted.  Suddenly her tone became uneasy and apologetic, "I'm 

sorry.  I don't mean to take up anymore of your time with my 

problems.  I've even made a puddle of your floor."

"Captain, this really is troubling you."  The receptionist 

started to trace the air gracefully as he spoke with his hands, 

"Listen, that's what I'm here for.  Remember the good old days when 

you'd come in at six or whatever, and we'd talk for hours ignoring 

the long days we would've just worked?  You know, I have a feeling 

things will start looking up soon, so you've got to take it easy, 

keep your head up, and follow through.  Besides, it's not everyday 

I get a chance to know someone so high up who can get me all the 

gossip I ever wanted."

"Thanks, Clarence.  I see why I always keep coming back to 

this hotel."

"I don't," the receptionist laughed.  "The service here is 

atrocious."

"You're so sweet," Captain Kincaid complimented.  She then 

signed the necessary forms, picked up her soggy belongings, and 

headed toward an elevator leaving a drip trail of water behind her. 

"Have a good night, Clarence."

"You too, Captain," the receptionist said while watching the 

elevator doors close.  He then returned to the attention of his 

newspaper.  "Nice lady."

Clarence  loved  a  good  article  and  needed  something 

interesting to keep him awake at this time of night - or morning. 

He enjoyed the solitude, but with the peace and quiet came an 



overwhelming  urge  to  slack  off.   That  was  why  he  picked 

tantalizing,  medium-sized  articles  for  his  scrutiny  -  not  too 

short, not too long.

Opinionated articles were Clarence's forte.  They usually 

kept him fired up in a mental rage that excited his soliloquy of 

contemplation.  Gears clicked inside his brain as he began to weigh 

every  facet  or  variable  of  'the  solution'  -  not  some  trivial, 

thoughtless answer.  And like one of those deep conversations with 

Captain Kincaid, this activity could keep him going all night long 

throughout his shift.

Leather-gloved fingers pinched the newspaper and pulled the 

pages down.  Clarence peered up at this rude man without the aid of 

his glasses that hung comfortably - halfway down his nose.  "Can I 

help you?"

The shady figure wore a black trench coat and hat to match 

his gloves.  Dark shades along with the combination of a pulled-up 

collar and sloping brim served to shield the important features of 

his face.  "Where can I find Linda Kincaid?"

Clarence put the newspaper down on the reception desk and 

moved his glasses further up on his nose to help with the focus in 

trying to identify something on this person.  "Is she expecting 

you?"  He looked down at his watch for added emphasis.

A curl formed on the left side of the shady figure's lips as 

he spoke in a detached tone, "You could say that."

Being in her late forties had been highly kind to Captain 

Kincaid, but it was only because she knew when to put her title 

aside  and  relax.   There  was  no  'Captain'  here  in  this  lush 



penthouse  -  only  Linda  Kincaid.   Why  pamper  if  there  was  no 

enjoyment  'Linda'  felt.   She  could  gladly  do  without  the  rank 

within the walls of these friendly confines.

When all was said and done, the lighting provided a calming 

tint of brown and orange as it mixed with the seasonally-forward 

autumn colors from the furniture.  Showerly refreshed, in her white 

night gown, and with a glass of champagne in hand, Captain Kincaid 

collapsed onto the sofa from sheer exhaustion.  She stared at the 

glass for a moment prior to setting the fine crystal down on a 

serving table next to the sofa's curled arm.

The Captain ran a soft hand through damp hair and took a 

deep breath.  Both showers had done her well, but the shower taken 

inside the hotel served to prove she was still alive and not just 

some  bureaucratic  puppet  hung  up  on  petty  protocol  constantly 

looking over the shoulder for a knife or the ax.  Duly so, these 

views  held  her  back  politically,  but  she  fought  for  what  she 

believed was right.

And there 'Captain Kincaid' went falling back into thoughts 

of a role from a completely different biography 'Linda Kincaid' had 

hoped to put a bookmark in.  She began to rest her eyes and started 

to sink into a whispery haze of unconscious, recuperative sleep.

The Captain awoke to see two crimson red circles hovering 

and pulsating before her in the darkness.  They seemed benevolent 

at first until the realization she never turned out the lights!
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01: The Invasion

Anatoga, Illinois

The  green  light  meant  go  no  matter  the  era,  but  as  it 

seemed, traffic jams would forever transcend time.  And just as 

such, Major Marileva Dike found herself not at the helm of one of 

the Space Force's giant spacestations or a squadron of the upgraded 

Class III Fighters but behind the steering wheel of a crimson red 

Ferrari F430 crying to be opened up on a stretch of straightaway.

"Well, it wouldn't be a vacation without the bad traveling 

time - now would it?"  The Major said to herself.  Sparing her 

attempts to make light of the situation, she now decided to switch 

on the car radio in order to make some sense of the situation.

After pausing the music currently playing on the stereo, 

Marileva found strangely enough her favorite, satellite-fed preset 

was completely clouded by static.  Next, she tried the far-reaching 

news radio station that could be heard nation-states away.  Her car 

speakers  still  emitted  static  this  time  from  one  of  the  most 

powerful if not reliable stations on Earth.

The Major raised her standard issue wristwatch to her lips 

and began to speak normally, "Space Force Base, do you read me?"

"Yesss, Ma'am," that too was breaking up.  "Isss there a 

problem?"

Marileva stared a moment at the car stereo and then raised 

her attention to the badly backed up, bumper-to-bumper traffic, but 

it was not rush hour.  "What is going on?"

A bass-defying, ear-piercing hum began to resonate regularly 



growing louder than loud as whatever neared overhead atop puffy 

white clouds.  The Major attempted to shield her ears as she left 

her car to catch a much closer look.  The excruciating pain of 

ocular  discomfort  and  the  resultant  headache  would  most  likely 

linger  serving  not  only  to  disorient  but  clarify.   One  final 

definitive scan of the rumbling circumference was proof positive of 

an innate, underlying suspicion/fear she held about this situation.

Marileva drew a Walther PPK, closed her left eye, and aimed 

upward tracing the beautiful blue morning sky.  It fell completely 

black as the entire area was engulfed in ecliptic shadow.  The six 

hundred and fifty meter-long SpaceStation Vagabond pierced the now 

gray clouds like a needle flying downward luckily along a low-

sloping angle as it appeared the spacestation was not about to just 

plop down on top all these bystanders.  But as the point of impact 

was not quite determined in her mind, she knew a point existed and 

prayed silently for some sort of miraculous aversion.

The  Major  scanned  SpaceStation  Vagabond  for  any  bit  of 

imperfection and found a gouge where the Docking Bay Section should 

have been.  "My God," she said, "there's a hole in the outer hull." 

And from that hole, a veritable entourage of apparently alien mecha 

began to emerge and attack.

Screams  and  the  other  mayhem  of  panic  -  especially  the 

effervescent  finality  of  twisted  metal  accentuated  the  deep 

throbbing in Marileva's head as she made her way off the street and 

over to some semblance of cover.  There, she began to open fire 

with a weapon far from a pushover but perhaps not enough to suffice 

through this entire ordeal of carnage.  Nevertheless, the gallant 

attempt to draw some fire away from innocents made her a more than 

welcome target and oddly enough a magnet for the alien swarm.



Edmund Sims streaked along the highway at a snail's pace of 

twenty-five miles per hour behind the wheel of his customized black 

BMW 320i with red spoiler, wing, and pinstripe.  He pushed a button 

on the car's console to bring up a temperature reading of ninety-

seven degrees, and it was getting hotter all the while he sat 

basting.  "I'm about sick of this.  Is the traffic gonna break 

soon, Compound?"

"You don't wanna know," the car answered back!  "Might I 

suggest you close the windows and engage the air conditioner?"

"I didn't even want to go there today," Edmund said while 

turning around in order to allow his eyes to fall upon a child 

safety seat, "but I'm not about to have my kid burning up."  He 

began rolling up the windows and completed the task by cranking the 

sunroof closed.  "Do it, Compound."  The car complied, and he 

braced  for  the  intensely  cool  breeze  of  artificial  air  that 

whooshed over him.  "Feels good.  Now let's concentrate on getting 

out of here."

"In my opinion," Compound admitted, "I'd say we should've 

gotten off before we got on."

"Then why didn't you tell me?"  Edmund inquired.

"I've anticipated your question, but the answer proves to be 

most troubling," Compound paused.  "I don't know.  I had no prior 

warning."

"Are your proximity sensors in order?"

"In anticipation of that question, I ran a full sensors 

check an hour ago while we were stuck about ten miles back.  I'm 

relieved  although  somewhat  troubled  to  say  everything  is  in 

order..."



Edmund finished the thought, "...as it should be, with you."

He looked up toward the sudden appearance of SpaceStation 

Vagabond spewing land rovers that pounced down upon the highway 

while sphere-shaped alien fighters swarmed into the humid, stagnant 

airspace.  Once shielding his ears from the deafening pulse of the 

spacestation's  vibrating  engines,  Edmund  reopened  and  stood  up 

through the sunroof for a much better look.

The view was awe-inspiring of merit as all he could see 

happened to be SpaceStation Vagabond for days.  And this sight was 

accentuated only by the total combined stunned looks on the faces 

of gapers also outside their cars.  Sitting ducks - the aliens 

immediately opened fire.

Edmund pulled a loaded Beretta 93-R from between the waist 

of his jeans and the small of his back, flicked off the safety, and 

began to unload futilely on the alien fighters overhead.  As a 

result,  some  immediately  turned  and  began  to  home  in  on  his 

position.  Realizing these attempts would eventually prove to be 

fatal, he slid down into the car, cranked the sunroof closed, and 

drove onto the shoulder.  "Compound, remove your proximity sensors 

from the satellite feed, and get us out of here!"

"I'm on it," Compound agreed.

Head-mounted  swivel  cannons  mowed  down  anything  in  all 

directions to make up for any lack of mobility on the three and one 

half lane-wide land rovers' part as they crushed and ground cars 

beneath  spiked  tires.   Nonetheless,  the  alien  fighters  played 

cleanup taking out any survivors with the death lasers they spit.

"Your  creator  once  told  me  you  could  survive  a  nuclear 

explosion."

"Oh  really?"   Compound  said  while  swerving  in  and  out 

traffic  trying  to  outdo  those  of  significantly  lesser  skill. 



Ultimately he had the advantage because this prototype car knew 

which path to take in order to maximize speed without colliding 

with any objects.  His incredible programming allowed for timely 

updates and adjustments.  "Let's not put it to the test anytime 

soon because that spacestation's gotta crash-land sometime."

"Then I need distance."

Directly behind Compound, a land rover smashed through the 

concrete  median  strip  slamming  into  automobiles  and  causing  a 

blockade from some deranged display of bumper cars.  Fires burst 

from destroyed vehicles topping off a steadily rising body count.

At this point, the land rover's job was all but completed 

except for a few aggressive drivers who had actually managed to 

escape the pitfall.  Its swivel cannon turned on target, and the 

land rover began to take up pursuit.

"Compound, give me back control.  The traffic broke," Edmund 

ordered.  "It's my guess they won't care if one car gets away, so 

I'm getting off this thing."

Eventually he saw an exit ramp and breathed a sigh of relief 

- short-lived as anything it seemed today because the land rover 

hot  on  Compound's  tail  took  up  every  mirror  on  the  car. 

Fortunately one hundred miles per hour was just the tip of the 

iceberg when it came down to what this car could actually do.

Edmund floored the accelerator and made a final formidable 

push for the exit ramp he happened to have gunned at such a high 

rate of speed the land rover's operator probably figured the small 

car  would  just  fly  off  into  reckless,  obvious  oblivion  and 

neglected pursuit.  Compound came through.

The stale green light directly off the exit ramp on the 

other hand let Edmund down.  As the yellow and then the red light 

came up, so did his heart through his throat.  He slammed on the 



brakes merely ten yards away from the intersection, and Compound 

stopped in perfect tangent - even with the white stop line when 

cars began to go through it.

Edmund looked back upon his child who had been asleep for 

the entire duration of this ordeal.  He then laid his head on the 

steering wheel.

"Now  aren't  you  glad  we  had  those  momentum  devices 

installed?"  Compound asked.

The Space Force Base

Daylight befell upon the Space Force Base where it emanated 

a misty, morning twilight - a direct result of the bright warmth 

reflecting off its walls and reacting with the suspended dew.  The 

base sat humbly amid a great forest populating the southern part of 

Anatoga,  Illinois  (previously  renamed  from  Springfield)  -  the 

capital city of Earth.

Embedded comfortably between a host of trees was the main 

complex - a circular structure with high, towering walls to match 

its surroundings.  Five glass walkway extensions protruded from the 

circular structure like the arms of a starfish.  They each led to 

U-shaped buildings called checkpoint stations lining the perimeter 

of the exclusively-forested area.

Directly south of the Space Force Base lay a giant airfield 

that was itself masked by the apexes of leaning trees lining its 

runway.  Only from within the general area could fighters be seen 

along the runway performing various maneuvers.



Commander  stood  at  the  helm  of  a  disaster,  and  as  the 

moments passed in what seemed to be slow motion for her, the events 

grew worse.  "It appears as though you are in charge now," she told 

Captain Ricardo Cairce when he entered the Command Center.

"Commander, what the he-- is going on?"

"Leader  One:  Jerry  Stuyvescent  is  vacationing  on  Second 

Earth along with most of our fleet, aliens have apparently invaded 

our  aerospace  undetected  via  the  help  of  SpaceStation  Vagabond 

which I might add is locked on a collision course with our base, 

and  those  aliens  are  currently  pulverizing  the  civilians  of 

Anatoga."

"Just Anatoga?  How many aliens are we talking about?"  The 

Captain inquired.

"We are talking enough to match if not overwhelm the numbers 

of our armada currently residing here on Earth."

"How is this possible?"  Captain Cairce pondered.  "Why 

didn't  we  see  it  coming?   Do  you  have  any  word  from  Captain 

Kincaid?"

"This is an emergency situation, and we should handle it as 

such."   Commander  added,  "I  suggest  we  proceed  accordingly  and 

assume the worst."

"Note it in your log," the Captain ordered as he glanced at 

his  wristwatch,  "as  of  seven  hundred  fourteen  hours,  I  assumed 

command of the Terran System.  How long until the spacestation's 

impact?"

"T-minus five, Sir," one of the panel workers announced.

"So  much  for  the  tax  dollars  -  shoot  it  out  the  sky. 

Preserve the Space Force Base at all costs.  This is a strategic 

front we cannot afford to lose."  Captain Cairce turned to leave 

the Command Center.  "You're in control here, Commander."



"But where are you going, Captain?"  Commander called.

Captain  Cairce  stopped  at  the  entrance  of  the  Command 

Center.  "To see about an equalizer."

"SpaceStation Colt?"

"Hopefully."

"Please take a fighter escort," Commander advised.  "I have 

moved up in rank a bit too quickly today, and I had not been 

counting on taking your position for another year now."

"Wishful thinking got us into this predicament," the Captain 

said with a smile.  "Send for Vex Squadron."

"You have left the base in my more than capable hands," 

Commander announced with all the confidence she exuded.  "They will 

meet you in the docking bay.  And good luck."  She turned to a room 

of  men  and  women  under  her  complete  control  and  even  at  her 

disposal if matters came down to it.  "Get Vex Squadron ready to be 

scrambled.  I want a full systems check of our entire defense grid. 

Ready the lasers.  Have all checkpoint stations check in.  Time 

until impact?"

"T-minus three minutes and twenty-one seconds, Ma'am."

"Wait until the Captain and Vex Squadron are clear," she 

ordered, "and then proceed to destroy SpaceStation Vagabond.  Use 

the full extent of the Space Force Base's weaponry to that end."

Loud  and  clear,  Commander's  voice  echoed  throughout  the 

entire base, "Vex Squadron - all members of Vex Squadron, report to 

South Hangar.  You will receive your orders in flight.  I repeat: 

Vex Squadron report to South Hangar in full combat gear.  You will 

receive your orders in flight.  This is not a drill."

"This is fairly decent," Major Andrew Cacossa announced. 

"It's about time we saw some action.  All this working vacation 



garbage has got to go."

"What's the emergency?"  Ciba Due Dimry asked.

"I don't know," the Major answered, "but it's got the whole 

Space Force Base lit up."

The  squadmates  ran  down  the  shortest  corridor  they  knew 

would allow them to reach South Hangar in the fastest time.  Houser 

Reynolds, the other nonvacationing Vex Squadron member, was already 

aboard his fighter awaiting orders of clearance.

"Here you go," a docking bay worker said while handing Major 

Cacossa  his  flight  helmet.   Ciba  Due  hurried  on  ahead  to  her 

fighter.  "It seems as though there's an extra person flying in the 

squad today."

"Oh really?"  The Major remained curious as he jogged the 

last few feet to his fighter, hurdled the step ladder grabbing hold 

of the cockpit, and hoisted himself inside.  He turned to his right 

and noticed Captain Cairce getting situated in the next closest 

ship.  "It's nice to have you tagging along on this mission."

"I only wish it could be under more pleasant circumstances, 

Major!"  The Captain talked loudly in order to overcome the sounds 

of South Hangar's dome doors opening their access to a sea of 

nearly infinite blue and white swirls.

"Which brings me to my next point," the Major inquired, 

"what is our mission?"

Captain  Cairce  now  spoke  more  calmly  into  the  headset 

accompanying his helmet, "I believe you were told you'd receive 

your orders in flight, Major."  He initiated a vertical takeoff as 

his canopy closed.

"Well okay then," the Major muttered.  He shook his head as 

his own canopy started to close.



"Status of Vex Squadron?"  Commander asked.

"Aerospace clear.  South Hangar bay doors open.  Ready for 

takeoff, Ma'am."

"Time?"

"T-minus one minute and fifteen seconds."

Commander spoke into her wristwatch, "Vex Squadron, you are 

cleared for takeoff."

"You  heard  the  lady,"  the  Captain  replied.   "Follow  my 

lead."

The fighters took off vertically until safely distant from 

South  Hangar  where  their  thrusters  could  be  kicked  on  for  the 

purposes of flying a westward path most likely headed toward the 

secret Underwater Base Two somewhere off the coast of California. 

From this position above the base, Vex Squadron was able to catch a 

view of perhaps the greatest close-up SpaceStation Vagabond had to 

offer as they flew evasively above it.

"What the fu--?"  Houser said as he fought against the force 

of the spacestation to regain control of his fighter.

"You alright?"  Ciba Due inquired.

Houser engaged his stabilizers in an attempt to level off 

and finally break free of SpaceStation Vagabond's airstream.  "I'm 

okay."

"Well," Captain Cairce explained, "you're looking at the 

reason we're out here."

"Vex Squadron's clear, Ma'am."

"Engage  the  shield,  and  fire  all  batteries  -  now!" 

Commander ordered.

"The computers can't seem to get a lock on the spacestation. 



The batteries aren't responding."

"What?"  This had thrown Commander for a bit of a loop, but 

she had to be quick on her feet to hold this position.  "Switch to 

manual control, and use your best judgment."  And she had been on 

her feet since the beginning of this fiasco.

There was no time to calibrate all the batteries from the 

main complex for the task, so the panel worker simply dealt with 

the northernmost lot of them.  The checkpoint stations were on 

their own with manual systems anyway, so the attempt would end up 

being at worst an eighty percent effort.

Things were out Commander's hands right now, so she had to 

trust the expertise of the people for which the training programs 

had prepared them.  They instinctively drew a compliment from this, 

and it boosted their confidence.

Twin pulse cannons mounted at the top of each checkpoint 

station turned upon SpaceStation Vagabond and began to fire thick 

lasers at the rapid pace of a machine gun.  The pelted spacestation 

jerked  in  midair  as  each  energy  round  connected  and  sometimes 

pierced its once spotless hull.  The batteries sent out a spread of 

laser  bursts  mirroring  highly-charged  energy  particles  -  only 

longer.  They too riddled the outer shell sending the poor ship 

further and further off course.

And  then,  the  Space  Force  Base  really  opened  up  on 

SpaceStation Vagabond.  Chunks flew from the derelict, and vital 

systems were annihilated as the batteries and checkpoint stations 

gave  it  their  all  for  the  final  heave-ho.   The  spacestation 

exploded, and its wreckage came to a final resting place somewhere 

along the southern tip of Illinois.

"Da-n, man!"  Ciba Due exclaimed while, among them, only the 



Captain was fully aware as to how unaware Vex Squadron happened to 

be  regarding  the  full  extent  of  their  own  base's  destructive 

capabilities.

"As  I  was  saying,"  Captain  Cairce  continued,  "it's  our 

responsibility to find a replacement.  We're at war, and this is 

for keeps."

Vex Squadron continued on path toward the eventual ditch 

point of their destination.

The  Command  Center  was  more  elated  than  relieved,  and 

Commander needed to tamp that down quickly.  This was absolutely no 

time to celebrate for they had not really been tested yet having 

not even tangled with the actual enemy.  So, as emotionless as 

possible,  she  spouted  her  next  flurry  of  orders,  "Recall  all 

available  senior  officers  to  the  Space  Force  Base  along  secure 

wristwatch channels.  The Earth is lost.  Our only chance is to 

evacuate to Second Earth and there make our stand with a combined, 

formidable  fleet.   I  want  SpaceStation  Vagabond's  wreckage 

pinpointed and searched."  Her next words came as she turned to 

leave the Command Center, "I will be in the Auditorium: Training 

Facility.  Keep me posted of your progress."

"What about the civilian population, Ma'am?"  A panel worker 

inquired.

"You have a job to do," Commander stopped in her tracks and 

turned  to  address  the  person.   "Please  spare  me  from  your 

insecurities.  I am trying to win a war here as my responsibilities 

are well-known to me.  They, those citizens, will simply have to 

fend for themselves."



02: Rebuttal

Anatoga, Illinois

Edmund fished through the contents of his glove compartment 

while  Compound  rolled  slowly  through  the  pogrom  -  formerly  the 

central square for the large chain of strip malls known as Anatoga 

Plaza.   The  destruction  was  best  summed  up  by  the  desecrated 

fountain in the center lying cracked and leaking water.  "Only two 

magazines."

Once  a  vivid,  economic  epicenter,  chaos  now  assumed  its 

position as alien fighters continued to open fire on the remaining 

fish in the barrel.  "Let me out, Compound.  Watch my son.  Keep 

tabs on me and my position just in case."

"Your son is safe with me," Compound promised.

"Thanks."

Marileva dove to the ground while an alien fighter swooped 

down from overhead with lasers blazing rapidly.  She rolled out the 

lasers'  path  and  sat  up  firing  as  it  blew  past  her  and  shot 

immediately around for another pass.  By which time, quick to her 

feet, she had made her way noticeably out the picture.  But the 

ship was not so easily swayed from its objective.

An unmistakable scream penetrated the turmoil.

An unmistakable plea called out to the heavens.

Chunks  of grass  were blasted  out the  ground in  a trail 



directly behind the Major as she answered the call with a burst of 

momentum catching the fence with a left hand to control balance as 

her legs swung over the division between grass and concrete.  The 

Walther PPK remained ever vigilant in her right hand.  Mere moments 

after she had cleared the fence, it was obliterated.  The alien 

fighter was closing in on her effortlessly, and its lasers narrowed 

down that distance even more substantially.

Marileva  was  officially  in  Anatoga  Plaza  pushing  her 

quickest sprint toward a child frozen, confused, and separated from 

a terrified mother.  Alien fighters were everywhere, and so was a 

mob of people with no discernible place to run.  She leaped over an 

already smoky corpse that caught more lasers obviously meant for 

her, but the fact she was running a random, serpentine pattern kept 

the  issue  constrained  to  a  matter  of  targeting  skills.   This 

determination not to draw a lock, which would spell sheer death, 

was logically unrealistic in her forthcoming efforts but about to 

become truly feasible if she had anything to say on the subject.

With  whatever  was  to  become  the  inevitable,  the  Major 

crouched down and covered the bawling child.

Five nine millimeter shots dinged off the alien fighter's 

canopy as a measure of distraction forcing it into completing a 

pass far too wide to take out Marileva.  Edmund lowered his Beretta 

93-R  and  extended  his  left  hand  to  her  with  his  head  turned 

surveying their position and status in accordance of the attacks.

"Thank  you."   The  Major  accepted  Edmund's  help  off  the 

ground while relinquishing the child to a mother delirious with 

thankfulness and kept both her eyes and weapon tracing the area for 

another aerial assault.



Edmund and Marileva turned to face each other for the first 

time, and their eyes met in a mesmerizing display that froze time 

and space as if by rite.  Their hands remained locked in place as 

they  stood  completely  immobile  up  against  their  respective 

presence.

"You're  welcome,"  Edmund  replied  in  a  deep  lulling 

confusion.

Meanwhile, alien fighters demolished a building adjacent to 

the two's position and then proceeded to maul down frantic crowds 

in a manner playing cleanup with those stragglers - survivors of 

somewhat sloppy devastation.  And without so much as a flinch, they 

stood complaisantly amid the myriad of carnage.

"Major, thisss isss the Ssspaccce Forccce Bassse.  Are you 

there?  All sssenior officccersss are required to return to bassse. 

Are you okay?"

"Edmund, I've been reading your vital sssignsss to be nearly 

nonexssissstent  for  almossst  a  half  minute.   Are  you  ssstill 

operative?"

The Major forced herself away from Edmund as she caught 

sight of the particular fighter hounding her.  Still entranced by 

him, she whispered, "This is not the time," with promise ingrained 

in her voice and survival as the only catch.

Edmund, too, finally managed to break Marileva's gorgeous 

gaze as he forced all attention to his wristwatch and requested, 

"Compound, I need backup."

"I'm already on it, Edmund.  I've been coursssing toward 

your  posssition  ever  sssinccce  your  uncanny  drop  in  blood 

presssure."

The  disorientation  clouding  both  Edmund's  and  Marileva's 

minds was clearing by the moment.  As a result, they each had 



questions that seemed to form.

The Major's questions stemmed from seeing Edmund's standard 

issue wristwatch, "Are you Space Force?  This Compound, can he help 

us get out of here?"

Edmund's question was more formulated around the fact he had 

already established Marileva to be a part of the Space Force from 

her own set of wristwatch communications, "Well, I can't really say 

I'm Space Force material, but Compound can get us out of this.  And 

speaking of the Space Force, where is everybody?"

The Major answered that one as easily as he had answered 

hers prior, "They don't care anything about the people because the 

people don't sign their checks.  We're on our own, Edmund."

"You seem to be distancing yourself from your work -," he 

awaited the insertion of a name.

"Marileva," she obliged before pulling Edmund down.

The two braced as they heard the alien fighter once again 

spit lasers eating up the ground before and the distance to them at 

a rapid rate of speed.  But those lasers never connected with their 

true targets!

Edmund and Marileva sat up at the same time to see the BMW 

parked directly parallel to their position taking the pummeling. 

The  lasers  were  absorbed  by  the  car's  special  alloy  and  then 

dispersed into puffs of nothingness buying them precious time and 

costing the alien fighter yet another pass.  They pushed off the 

ground to their feet and made it over to the car.

"Thanks, Compound," Edmund said as he opened the right car 

door.

"Edmund," the Major noticed, "there's nobody driving this 

car."

"Marileva,"  Edmund  motioned  toward  the  car,  "Compound. 



Compound,"  and  then  did  the  reverse  introduction  for  her, 

"Marileva."  Next, he proceeded to remove the car seat from the 

back seat.

The Major peered over and smiled, "You have a beautiful 

son."

"Wait a minute," Edmund said hesitantly as he placed the 

child safety seat on the ground and closed Compound's door, "you 

think this is okay?  You don't have a problem with that?"

"Okay?"  Marileva announced, "Why would I have a problem 

with  it?   A  teddy  bear  for  a  son  -  I'm  impressed  but  also 

relieved."

Edmund  was  astonished,  "Then  I'll  take  that  as  a 

compliment."

"As well you should," the Major said.  "You've made my day 

in more ways than one."

A gentle smirk cracked Edmund's lips, "I am not gonna let 

you go."

"I wouldn't let you," Marileva countered.

"I'm glad to hear you-all are getting along on such short 

notice  and  during  unusual  circumstances,  but  we're  still 

surrounded," Compound stated.

"You really know how to ruin the moment," Edmund added.

"Might I suggest conversion processes be initiated?"

"Do it," the Major ordered.

"Don't tell me you think my car transforms?"

"Only because you asked me not to," Marileva replied.

Compound sped off in order to distance himself from Edmund, 

the Major, and the child.  In his acceleration, he rose off the 

ground  and  formed  legs  by  extending  the  back  half  of  the  car 

outward  while  flipping  the  trunk  over,  a  noble  chest  plate  by 



folding the hood down, the rest of the torso by compressing the 

roof into the cabin, arms by expanding the doors, and a head by 

popping that out from where it was previously hidden within the 

chassis into position atop the center of the shoulders to complete 

and affirm the transformation.  The mighty BMW landed upon his feet 

crunching the already pothole-riddled pavement.

He turned toward an alien fighter, raised his arms, and 

fired laser bursts from his fists in order to shoot it out the sky 

without another word being said.  Next, Compound began to open up 

on the other ships within the area.  Some fired back futilely 

enough, but this just proved to be detrimental in their short run.

One clearly damaged alien fighter tried for a kamikaze, but 

Compound welcomed the attempt wholeheartedly by punching it to the 

ground.  He then stepped back and posed menacingly through the 

explosion.

It  was quiet  now, and  all present  shared solemnly  in a 

hollow  victory.   But  had  this  just  been  the  eye  of  the  storm 

whereas the worst had already come and gone, or was this merely the 

quiet before the real storm was set to begin?  The two feared the 

worst-case scenario and decided to remain ever ready - defensive 

upon the call at a moment's notice.

Compound  muscled  rubble  and  other  debris  from  atop 

Marileva's miraculously unscratched Ferrari!  He then reverted back 

to his car mode with the same ease through which he had changed out 

it.

The BMW and Ferrari, parked next to each other and facing 

forward, seemed like an item among the carnage.  The car seat sat 



in the center of both cars.  Edmund and Marileva stood in the 

foreground leaning against their respective car's hoods.

Edmund made conversation while tinkering with the Major's 

wristwatch, "So what made you wanna vacation in Anatoga?  I mean - 

you know, out of all the places I can imagine a ranking Space Force 

official has access to, you choose this?"

Marileva  explained  herself,  "My  job  keeps  me  tightly 

confined  to  the  base,  so  I  don't  really  get  a  chance  to  shop 

around.  But all that aside, a really close friend told me Anatoga 

was normally an excellent place to vacation at this time of year." 

She looked at the devastation of the surrounding barren areas for 

the purposes of adding a sarcastic effect to her statement.

Edmund stopped working with the wristwatch for a moment to 

share in her Anatogan observation.  "I think you need to throw that 

fool in the brig."

The Major smiled in his direction, "I'd considered it, but 

things seem to be turning out so well."

He returned Marileva's gesture, "Truly."

"Now a question for you," she asked:  "We drive cars with 

more  features  than  a  spacestation.   Why  don't  you  have  power 

windows or a power sunroof?  I also noticed your car's not even a 

stick shift."

"Yeah  and  so?   I  had  to  cut  back  somewhere  -  my  car 

transforms," Edmund answered.  "Besides, I don't know how to drive 

stick."

"You're kidding me?  I'd love to teach you."

"If we get out of this/when we get out of this," Edmund 

corrected and accepted, "you've got a deal."  He handed the Major 

back her wristwatch as well as one additional piece of technology. 

"I installed a 3-Chip in there.  I'm sure you can insert this extra 



one into your car's setup for the full effect.  Compound will 

actually be in both places at once."

Marileva nodded as she replaced the upgraded watch around 

her left wrist, "Of course."

"I  feel  a  whole  lot  better  with  Compound  watching  your 

back," Edmund said.

"Why don't you watch my back?"  The Major asked with her 

left hand extended.

Edmund smiled and shook her hand, "We'll watch each other's 

backs."

The two stood together as a welcome vision of hope amid the 

jaded annals of dominance and conquest.  They embraced and became 

one.

The Space Force Base

Commander  entered  the  Auditorium:  Training  Facility  -  a 

well-lit circular structure easily accommodating the hundreds of 

cadets now filling its seats.  She remained at the top of the 

downward-sloping stairs so as to not interrupt Lieutenant Sereena 

Sadonjia nearing the conclusion of the lecture.

"The  Space  Force  Class  III  Fighter  is  similar  to  its 

predecessors in many respects but manages to combine the classic 

technology of the Class I Fighter with the styling, speed, power, 

and versatility of the Class II Fighter.  This is a precision 

instrument, people - and worthy of being treated as such.  I don't 

want  to  see  anymore  reckless  joyriding  on  routine  squadron 



maneuvers.  Although, it's a lot easier to do.  Let me tell you." 

The Lieutenant paused to let scattered chuckles soften a rather dry 

learning atmosphere.  She paged through her notes in the slate 

computer sitting on the podium but looked up to see her superior 

officer  standing  at  the  entrance.   After  removing  her  reading 

glasses and placing them next to the device in as calm a manner as 

possible she announced, "Commander on the premises!"

The entire room snapped to a thunderous attention with a 

jolt that even managed to shake Commander for a moment.  They were 

well-disciplined, and this was a good sign in her eyes.  "Go on 

ahead with what you were doing, Lieutenant.  At ease, cadets."

"We were done anyway," she admitted.  "I'm merely restating 

what's printed in the text.  If any of you have questions, please 

don't  hesitate  to  refer  those  to  Major  Cacossa.   Class  is 

dismissed."

Commander took this as her cue to formally approach and 

walked down the center aisle carrying stares of awe like royalty. 

She met up at the podium with Lieutenant Sadonjia who made sure to 

turn off the microphone before they spoke.

"You are doing a fine job with these cadets," Commander 

acknowledged.

The Lieutenant cut to the chase, "When do you need them by?"

"Now," Commander said.

"You ask not a great deal but an annoying deal," Lieutenant 

Sadonjia replied.  "I'll lead them into battle, but I don't believe 

I can lead them out.  They have no experience with the Class III 

Fighters - no true field experience."

"Well use the Class II Fighters and spare the Space Force's 

money from a wasted cause, but I want this entire auditorium suited 

up and ready for our air strike.  I suggest you remain positive 



because I do not know how the higher-ups expect me to win this war 

here.  Until I can get to them there, I need some time bought.

Your cadets will get some flight experience today.  And from 

what you are telling me, we obviously cannot spare any fighters to 

assist  the  persecuted  areas  of  Anatoga  in  order  to  not  risk 

spreading our forces too thin upon encounter.  So I believe we 

should extend our complete concentration to the scattered defense 

of the Space Force Base solely.  Ask your superfluous question."

The auditorium was all but clear now, so the conversation 

started to flow more freely and expressively.  "Commander, I'm not 

going to play your game.  I'll do my job."

"Then I believe our business here is concluded."  Commander 

turned around and exited the Auditorium: Training Facility without 

another word being said between them.

One of the remaining cadets approached the podium.  "What 

was that all about?"

"Cadet Beave," the Lieutenant explained, "that's really none 

of your business.  You may, however, gather together any cadets you 

see along your way out, and tell them they'd better be in full 

combat gear in the next four minutes."

"We're gonna see some flight time?  Fu-- yeah!"  The cadet 

caught himself, "I mean, yes Ma'am!"

"Dismissed,  Cadet  Beave,"  Lieutenant  Sadonjia  said  in  a 

rather irritated tone.

The cadet saluted awkwardly and hurried off up the center 

aisle.

"Less than forty years under my belt," the Lieutenant said 

to herself while shaking her head in disbelief, "I'm too young to 

die."



03: The Initials

Whereas everyplace else around the Space Force Base was in 

disarray,  the  Command  Center  remained  a  sanctuary  of  the  calm, 

cool,  and  collected.   The  anguish  of  anticipation  wore  thick 

against tense nerves.  This occurrence was far from being in any 

handbook, so nobody really knew what to expect.  And who was to say 

their handling of the situation was to be at all incorrect?  Death 

was the extreme, and in that instance, they would have to answer to 

nobody.  But war was the constant, and there were a certain set of 

underlying  rules  to  fighting  any  one  war.   This  was  to  be  no 

different, and through formality, they proceeded accordingly but 

boldly - the understatement.

Commander entered and immediately took her seat.  "Status of 

the alien attack?"

"Their fighters have separated on away from and gone off 

ahead of the much slower-moving land rovers.  The aliens are upon 

us, Ma'am."

"Get those fighters up!"  Cadet Beave exclaimed.  He took 

his standard issue pulse laser rifle in hand and began to unload on 

the cluttered skies laying down cover fire for the multitude of 

Class III Fighters still parked on the giant airfield.

All  those  wide  open  ships,  largely  in  itself,  were  an 

unbelievably chaotic problem the aliens could and would choose to 

exploit.   The  fact  pilots  were  being  killed  off  before  even 

reaching those fighters did not help out either.

These  were  primarily  new  ships  to  the  majority  of  the 



cadets, and this inexperience was by and large what killed them. 

The cadet, on the other hand, chose to shoot it out now and figure 

the  fighter  out  along  the  way  when  self-education  became  more 

convenient.   He  mounted  his  fighter,  initiated  its  vertical 

takeoff, and immediately unslung his laser rifle.

It was not like Cadet Beave passed the chapters on protocol 

as seen by him standing outside the cockpit to his hovering ship 

picking off unsuspecting alien fighters.  But this activity carried 

with it an edge on stealth that bought his fellow cadets time to 

get off the ground.

"He's very bold, Commander," Private Jeremy Sellers replied.

Commander nodded as she continued to focus on the cadet and 

his antics.

The Private sensed Commander's attention span was holding 

him at bay - pressing him to embody second-rateness, so he decided 

to interject his query, "You sent for me, Ma'am?"

Commander turned in her chair to face the scruffy Private 

Sellers, "I am glad to see you made it."

"It was he--, Ma'am."

"Yes, I am sure it was.  You understand it does not get any 

easier?"

"What'd you have in mind?"  The Private accepted.

"You must get together a few cadets and explore the wreckage 

of SpaceStation Vagabond.  I need answers, and a feeling persists 

whoever has the most information will prevail.  I intend to be 

well-informed."

"It's done," Private Sellers promised.  He left with the 

same  ease  through  which  he  had  entered  so  as  to  not  disturb 

Commander's pensive nature.



"One problem averted," she said while turning back around to 

focus on the giant view-screen instancing vantage points of where 

the war was being played out.  "Now, who is crazy enough...?"

"Watch your as-!"  Lieutenant Sadonjia alerted as she turned 

to fly her fighter along an intercept course approaching east of 

Cadet Beave's position.

"Why," the cadet asked, "what's up?"  He turned to his right 

and took out the three alien fighters on his superior officer's 

tail but neglected the more immediate threat of the five alien 

fighters closing in on spoiling his lethal run.

"You're about to get fu--ed," the Lieutenant said as she 

flew directly over Cadet Beave's ship where the force of which 

threw him down into his cockpit.  She opened up a barrage of death 

on the first two alien fighters.  The remaining three took up 

pursuit of her as she gunned for the clouds bobbing and weaving - 

ducking and dodging multiple laser fire.

Lieutenant Sadonjia cut her forward thrusters and turned 

around while hovering to pick off the first alien fighter coming 

through the clouds.  She then cut all types of propulsive power 

inducing  a  nosedive  to  make-believe  her  ship  had  gotten  hit. 

Naturally the next two alien fighters decided to play possum along 

with her only more cautiously than the three wingmates that had 

fallen  prior  to  this.   They  followed  back  some  distance  but 

inexpertly close to one another.

Even while fighting g-forces, the Lieutenant still read this 

as easily as an open eBook.  She proceeded to fire a rearward 

missile giving her an initial boost so its subtle propulsion could 

be used to push away from the ground in time enough to start a much 

more natural boost.  The missile caught the first alien fighter 



square in the nose producing an explosion that careened into the 

tailgating  partner  consuming  two  enemies  for  the  price  of  one 

missile.

"Caught you slipping," Lieutenant Sadonjia replied.

"Thanks,"  the  cadet  said  as  he  flew  more  comfortably 

alongside his superior officer's wing.

"Don't thank me," she ordered in a disappointed tone, "just 

get your as- in gear.  Your intentions are noble, but if you don't 

get your shi- straight and start setting some sort of positive 

example for your fellow cadets, it's all over.  Now rejoin the 

battle."

"Belay that last order, cadet," Commander pulled rank with a 

smile plastered all over her face.

"What?"  The Lieutenant was astonished.  "Secure channel. 

For what reason are you overriding my authority in this situation?"

"The cadet wishes to play the hero," Commander explained. 

"I  am  going  to  give  him  the  opportunity.   Have  him  land, 

Lieutenant."

Cadet Beave stared into her canopy and could barely make out 

uneasiness  from  the  conversation  but  uneasiness  nonetheless. 

"Well?"

"Land your fighter inside South Hangar," the Lieutenant said 

in a solemn tone, "and make your way over to the equipment carrier. 

You'll receive your orders in briefing there."  Her ship peeled off 

from his and rejoined the battle.

"What?"   The  cadet  asked.   "Fu--,"  he  muttered  before 



piloting his fighter down through the dome doors of South Hangar.

"What's going on?"  Cadet Beave asked as he hopped down from 

his ship.  An equipment carrier rolled up to him, and he boarded 

quickly (as Commander's time was of the essence) so they could get 

under way.

The man behind the wheel floored the accelerator and drove 

the equipment carrier into the luckily spacious corridors of the 

Space Force Base.  "The name's Dan Norton."

"Beavy Beave," he reciprocated.

"I work out all the computers and electrical stuff at this 

base."  Dan sensed an upcoming question but cut it off because of 

the mission at hand's sheer urgency, "Listen now - hear me out.  Up 

until this point you've been busy encountering the alien fighters 

as the only form of resistance."

"Only?"  Cadet Beave replied.

"Sorry," Dan apologized, "it's the desk job.  It estranges 

me to field work to which I'm no stranger and wouldn't really mind 

getting back to some."  He leaned into a tight corner picking a 

side of the equipment carrier's wheels off the ground for an uneasy 

moment in the cadet's eye.  "Anyway, we still have their land 

rovers  to  contend  with.   Our  heavy  defensive  systems  via  the 

checkpoint stations and the poised battery systems are already at 

work against the alien fighters, but did you ever ask yourself how 

one could defeat such a massive system such as that?"

"Not really - [your] point," Cadet Beave snapped.

"If not for the giant red oak forest, one could just walk up 

and attack this base.  Even still, dispersed throughout the forest, 

for expert measure, is our battery clutch.  But," Dan paused, "it 

happens to be set and locked upon the same satellite feed that was 



knocked  out  and  jammed,  strangely  enough,  when  SpaceStation 

Vagabond hit Earth's atmosphere."

"Not so expert," the cadet said.

Dan  shrugged,  "Only  because  I  didn't  design  this. 

Unfortunately the main control box - the juncture between the grid 

and  the  base  was  rendered  inoperative  due  to  the  system  being 

dependent  upon  the  satellite  feed.   Apparently  the  aliens  have 

capitalized  on  our  misfortune  by  tapping  into  the  control  box. 

They're currently realigning the defense grid in order to take out 

the red oaks.  Once clear, they'll have a suitable path for their 

land rovers to be able to roll on up and crush us."  He stopped the 

equipment carrier suddenly.  "You alone need to commandeer the box, 

realign the grid along a short-range feed giving the base back 

control, and destroy it so things stay that way."

Cadet Beave was finally left speechless.

"I'd go along with you except for the fact it's a suicide 

mission.  Just kidding.  The fact is we're outnumbered, and it's 

forcing everybody to have to step up in the rest of our fleet's 

absence.  The military truth is we can't spare anymore people.  And 

duly so, Commander has high - the utmost faith and respect in your 

abilities.  And I'm right there with her."

"Anyway," the cadet dismissed the sentiment, "sparing the 

bullshi-."

"Ah, don't be like that, kid."  Dan exited the equipment 

carrier.  "Come on.  You'll go outside from here.  How old are you 

anyway?"

"Fourteen."

"Whoa."  Dan tried to make light of the situation, "Well, I 

guess you're never too young to serve your planet."

His attempts did not help.  "I'm old enough to die for this 



planet but not even old enough to drink."

Dan's somewhat pleasant demeanor morphed into a near rage, 

yet he chose to speak rather calmly increasing all the intensity in 

his  voice  exponentially  with  every  word,  "If  you  weren't  in 

uniform, kid, I'd snap your motherfu--ing neck.  Want one?"

Cadet Beave stopped short of jumping backward to rebound 

from Dan's tripping out.  He chose his next couple words more 

carefully, "One - what?"

"A drink, kid.  It might relax you.  Then again, so might 

some pussy, and with a name like Beavy Beave, I'm sure you've seen 

your share of good nights, eh?"  Dan delivered a playful elbow 

attempting to egg him on for added effect.

"Yeah, sure," was his cynical reply.  He immediately changed 

the subject, "So what will I be needing, in the form of expertise, 

to undertake this mission?"

"Nothing," Dan admitted.  "I'll be helping to calibrate the 

frequency from the Command Center and let you know what switches to 

flick.  Just get there."

"I'll tell you what," Cadet Beave said:  "I make it out of 

this alive, then you get me that drink - the good stuff paid in 

full."

"You'd have earned it," Dan agreed.

Dan had driven the cadet to the northernmost point of the 

Space Force Base giving them access to a small tunnel that led well 

beneath an abysmal, Human-made moat Commander ordered dug for last 

resorts.  There was a mutual respect he shared for her as his 

superior  officer,  but  this  was  not  to  overshadow  the  deep 

underlying disdain he also shared for her as a person.

"It took us five minutes to dig this moat with the laser 



cranes," Dan announced proudly.  "Watch your head."

Cadet Beave lowered himself down into the tunnel by way of a 

nylon rope.  "At least I don't have to worry about being spotted."

Dan  handed him  his laser  rifle and  a backpack  of other 

equipment.  "Why's that, kid?"

"Who's  stupid-as-ed-fu--ed  enough  to  try  some  shi-  like 

this?"  He answered while continuing to lower himself down through 

what almost seemed to be a bottomless pit.

"Exactly."  Dan explained, "Well, this is where we part 

ways.  I've been instructed to close this thing off and blow it 

after about three minutes so no unwanted aliens get up in here."

"About how wide is this moat?"  The cadet projected his 

voice in order to overcome the broadening distance.

"About a mile!"  Dan said.

"Fu--?"  Cadet Beave slid down the rest of the way stopping 

short of dropping himself down to the bottom.

"Kid?"  Dan shrugged as he closed off the tunnel.

"Shi-!"  The cadet exclaimed and broke off into a ferocious 

sprint with his flashlight flickering in hand.

Dan immediately made his way to the Command Center and took 

up a post at one of its panels.  "He's in the tunnel, Ma'am."

"Excellent," Commander said, "blow it."

Dan  turned  to  face  her,  "You  mean  at  the  end  of  three 

minutes, right?"

Commander was completely taken aback by the implications of 

Dan's statement, but her tone would have led a person to believe 

otherwise, "Of course, what did you think I meant?"



Cadet Beave prayed the tunnel had been dug along an incline 

as he would not have to haul himself up and out after the all-out 

sprinting of a mile.  Those prayers were answered when he reached a 

simple step ladder no higher than ten feet worth of elevation to 

the  tunnel's  outside  cover  as  the  charges  began  to  set  off  - 

luckily for his sake, in succession beginning from the entrance.

Once on the outside breathing heavily, the completely winded 

cadet attempted to close off the cover.  The concussive blast, on 

the other hand, pushed that heavy-duty cover off its hinges and him 

along with it deeper into the outskirts of the forest.

With double vision clearing slightly, he could see water 

from the part in the moat above the tunnel spurt upward and the 

hole inside the tunnel collapse upon itself before filling in.  "I 

don't  know  who's  trying  to  kill  me  faster:  Those  aliens  or 

Commander."

For  now,  Cadet  Beave  sought  to  keep  communications  from 

possibly being intercepted by opting to use a map as the only 

guide.   After  gathering  his  scattered  gear,  he  made  off  at  a 

considerably slower pace along a northern path toward the control 

box - a destination he would reach close to an hour later.

"Canceled," Lieutenant Sadonjia said after taking down two 

more alien fighters.  She was now beginning to be able to count on 

the rest of the cadets for setups and mouse traps, covering, and 

their kill counts.  But she could also tell fatigue was setting in. 

They had to break down these alien numbers soon, or the whole 

aerial defense infrastructure would surely collapse from up under 

them.

Everybody had done such a nice job of keeping the aliens 

preoccupied and off the Space Force Base, but if the land rovers 



got in or the Class III Fighters got snuffed, the base was lost, 

and that was the war effort right there.  In theory, one good hour 

was about all their Terran System contingent and Earth had left.

Observation was the key, so at first glance to the cadet, 

the aliens looked about as Humanoid as anybody he had ever met. 

Crimson red battle garb and helmets masked their true identities, 

but they had four appendages, a torso, and a head nonetheless.

Land  rovers  and  alien  troops  were  everywhere.   However, 

Cadet  Beave  ultimately  held  the  advantage  because  all  of  them 

happened to be in his plain sight whereas he remained completely 

covert.

He dropped to his belly and pulled out a pair of high-

powered binoculars from the backpack for help with pinpointing the 

control box.  A careful sweep of the area and an unintentional, 

quick  zoom  brought  about  the  illusion  that  one  of  the  defense 

grid's weapons was right in front of his face and turning on him! 

The turret fired a steady burst to chop down yet another red oak. 

Naturally the cadet jumped while flinging the binoculars - all of 

which caused a bustle in the foliage, so there went the partiality 

of his cover.

Cadet Beave had to be on the move.  He decided to make his 

way - the long way over to one of the land rovers while some aliens 

would most definitely be closing in on that previous position.

There really was not too much to a land rover.  It was 

perhaps nothing more than a menacingly dangerous monster truck. 

Not to be underestimated by any means, they were made to bash and 

had claimed many lives this day.  The internals of the cockpit were 



actually no more sophisticated than a remote control car with some 

addends: Tracking, offensive, and defensive systems.  Now it had a 

standard issue hand laser on overload tossed in through the top.

The explosion alerted one alien from another land rover who 

popped up from its cockpit to see what was going on.  The alien 

caught two pulses point-blank to the head from the cadet's laser 

rifle.

He then climbed up on top the land rover and tossed the 

smoky corpse out onto the ground.  Aliens swarmed the area and 

began  to  unload  laser  fire  on  the  newly  commandeered  vehicle. 

Cadet Beave plopped down into the driver's seat and went to town. 

"This thing is a joke.  This is so easy.  Once again it's on!"

He  turned  the  land  rover's  swivel  cannon  on  target  of 

several others whose mobility was limited by a forest that had been 

there for a while now and was not about to move, unfortunately, on 

their account.  As a result, the cadet scored enormous points for 

the home team.

While maneuvering carefully through the foliage, he used his 

wristwatch to communicate with the Command Center, "Dan, I'm in!"

"I hoped you had it in you, kid!"  Dan replied.  "Tell me: 

Did you locate the control box?"

"I'm working my way toward it now."  The aliens had cleared 

out a spacious, circular area concentric to the control box, and 

Cadet Beave made use of the accommodations by mauling over all in 

the way before bringing the land rover to a complete stop directly 

in front of the box.  He popped up through the cockpit with laser 

rifle in hand, fired a few more pulses down into the forest for 

extra measure, and brought the weapon back around to mow down the 



remaining aliens guarding the immediate area.

The cadet held the laser rifle close to his side and hopped 

down from the land rover.  "Now what am I looking at?"

Cheers filled the Command Center.  A smile also crossed 

Commander's face when he said that.

Dan began, "Alright, a switch in there looks like a light 

switch.  It -"

"Hurry  the  fu--  up,  man,"  Cadet  Beave  ordered.   "Their 

vehicles may be smashed, but they still have feet and weapons."

"Okay, it should say home and manual.  Do you see it?"

"Yeah, yeah."  The cadet took the laser rifle to an alien's 

gut before cracking it across the keeled-over alien's head.  He 

brought the weapon about and took out anybody else who decided to 

run up.  They each caught rapid-fire pulses cutting them down as 

easily as (if not easier than) the alien fighters his laser rifle 

had gone against earlier.

Silence now filled the formerly elated Command Center.  Dan 

took it upon himself to ask the next question, "Are you there?"

"Motherfu--er," Cadet Beave answered impatiently, "what do I 

do?"

"Switch it from manual to home," Dan instructed.

Disappointedly the cadet stopped and stood straight up in 



the astonishment of awe.  "That's it," he simply replied as simple 

as the task at hand after all this work.

"I have total control back, Ma'am," Dan announced.

"Cadet Beave," Commander suggested, "get out of there."

Dan turned to see her nod toward him.  He realigned and 

reactivated the battery clutch.

"What the motherfu--?"  The cadet said out of pure anguish 

before destroying the control box with the laser rifle, running off 

toward the nearest red oak, and using the multipurpose weapon once 

more to blast gouges in the bark.  He leaped onto the tree and 

began to climb for his life as the defense grid initiated.

The forested area was property exclusive to the Space Force, 

so the aliens were trespassing.  Thus, they set off the alarm. 

This slaughter was strikingly reminiscent of the Anatogan massacre 

with turrets from all throughout the forest firing simultaneously 

and constantly.

"Oh my God!"  Cadet Beave screamed while climbing faster.

"Nope,  only  me,"  the  Lieutenant  replied  as  her  fighter 

hovered right beside him with its canopy open.  "Hurry up!"

He just jumped.  The cadet did not even look over to see who 

it was.  Stalling her initial need to grimace away the pain of him 

pouncing down upon her lap, Lieutenant Sadonjia closed the canopy, 

gunned the thrusters, and shot from the red oak forest as the 

battery clutch reached its full height.

San Francisco, California



"There it is," Captain Cairce pointed.

"What," Houser asked, "Candlestick Park?"

"Bring 'em in on my mark," he ordered.

Vex Squadron flew their fighters behind the Captain's, and 

he led them down into the beautiful stadium.  They landed the ships 

together from the fifty yard line to the ten yard line that ran 

into the baseball diamond.  All four disembarked.

"Weapons," Ciba Due suggested as she drew her hand laser. 

The rest of Vex Squadron did the same, and this included everybody 

from the group except for Captain Cairce.

They made their way over to the opposite side of the field 

where a poor man lay asleep.  The Captain nudged the person with 

his boot.

"Size ten with the extra padding in order to make a man look 

taller than he really is," the person said as he turned over and 

sat up, "so that foot must belong to Captain Cairce.  How have you 

been, Ricardo?"

"I'm fine," the Captain admitted, "fine.  But why the not-

so-fancy getup?"

The person extended his arms and spun around slowly while 

pointing  in  a  circle  as  Space  Force  soldier  after  Space  Force 

soldier popped up from seats in the stands, windows of suites, 

concession areas, and everywhere in between.  All were poised and 

militant with hand lasers and laser rifles at the ready - trained 

accurately on the landing party.  "Security," was to be the answer, 

"so they don't tear you up."  With this inference, the soldiers 

lowered their many armaments.

"Understandable," Captain Cairce replied.  "T. Terrison, let 

me introduce you to Major Andrew Cacossa."



"Vex Squadron," the Major announced proudly as he put away 

his weapon to shake T.'s hand.

"That's a well-led squadron," T. complimented.  "I've always 

heard good things coming out about you guys."

"This is Ciba Due Dimry and Houser Reynolds," Major Cacossa 

offered introductions of his squadmates.

"Pleased to meet everybody," T. said.  "Bring whatever you 

need from your fighters, and follow me inside.  I'll take you 

downstairs where you can grab a meal and rest up a bit."

"Tell  me  some  good  news,  T.,"  the  Captain  requested, 

"anything."

"I've probably got some of the best news of all.  The Space 

Force Base had quite a few casualties, but they made it through 

with the base intact and mostly operational."

"Excellent," Captain Cairce replied as he and T. began to 

head off toward the stadium's innards.

"T.," the Major called, "there's nothing casual about war. 

We should've been there to help out."

Holding the Captain back, T. addressed the concern, "Believe 

me, I know more about loss in war than you could ever imagine.  But 

it's like I said before:  You're leaders of Vex Squadron - the 

best.   The  attack  on  Anatoga  was  just  the  lure.   I'm  almost 

positive - in fact, I'm counting on some retaliation.  We've seen 

the least of the aliens, so we haven't seen the last of them.  It 

would've been a shame to lose you where we didn't need to."

"That  was  a  little  bit  more  emotional  than  I  would've 

handled it," Captain Cairce admitted.

"Please,"  T.  disagreed.   "You  would've  gotten  loud  like 

always.  Major, look up and to your right.  At dusk, it appears to 

be a clear enough night.  Check out that cluster."  He pointed.



"I'm not too familiar with astronomy," the Major grumbled. 

"What - which constellation is that?"

"It's the alien armada," T. announced, "two days away."
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